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Agenda 

•  Facebook as social network 

•  A short introduction to the (Aristotelian) philosophy of the 
Internet  

•  The Internet as a sphere of the third mode of human 
existence 

•  Facebook as non-social network  

•  Facebook as social and non-social network 
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Facebook as social network 

•  What is facebook?  

•  Something that more than one billion people use 

•  Its popularity has grown extremely quickly 

•  More than 40 percent of the Internet-traffic is facebook use 

•  Facebook addiction is becoming frequent  

•  „It's free and always will be” 

•  It’s the subject of about 5000-6000 scientific papers  
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Facebook as social network 

•  What is facebook? 

•  A typical (and very popular) realization of a social network site (SNS) 
–  Many hundred others: Myspace, Orkut, iwiw, twitter, etc.  

•  Social network sites: online, computer supported realizations of the socially formed 
social networks  

•  Sometimes it’s called: online social network (OSN) 

•  Social network: fundamental concept of a social theory, the so called theory of 
„network society”, or networked society 

•  Emerged from the 1950’s years, together with the  
–  post-industrial/information/knowledge/risk societies 
–  crisis of the industrial society/market capitalism/modern democracy/etc    
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Facebook as social network 

•  What is a network?  

•  A complex of connected nodes via links 

•  http://barabasilab.neu.edu/networksciencebook/index.html 

•  https://www.facebook.com/NetworkScienceBook 

•  Graph theory, discrete mathematics, statistical physics, empirical 
research - network science 
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Networks vs. Systems  

•  50 years ago vs. nowadays 

•  Everything can be considered as system 

•  Everything can be considered as network 

•  Google hits 
–  Systems     2.300.000.000  
–  Networks       868.000.000  

•  Description of the „structured entities” – world is not homogeneous 
or consists more than 1 being 

•  How do they (systems and networks) relate to each other?  
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The two options 
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On the concepts of systems and 
networks 

•  Systems 
–  The word "system" (συν + ιστηµι) 

has a Greek origins. Its meaning 
was: to take together, belonging 
together 

–  taking together everything we 
want 

•  Basic concepts 
–  system and its environment or 

boundaries 
–  elements/components 
–  subsystem 
–  parts/whole 
–  Hierarchy 
–  Separability 
–  Inclusion 
–  (de)composition 

•  Networks 
–  „distributed systems” graph 

theory, sociology, biology,etc. 

–  connecting together everything we 
want 

•  Basic concepts 
–  Node and links/links and nodes 
–  Size 
–  Degree  
–  Tree, Path Length  
–  Diameter 
–  Clustering Coefficient  
–  Connectedness  
–  Node Centrality  
–  Betweennes  
–  motives 
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On the concepts of systems and 
networks 

System properties 

•  Physical vs. conceptual 
–  State/configuration space 

•  Closed vs. Open 

•  Emergence 

•  Dynamical (system vs. environment) 

•  Complex  

•  Highly abstract 

•  Successes: World view/philosophy 

Network properties 

•  Physical vs. Conceptual 

•  Robustness 

•  Dynamical 
–  Growth or development of networks 
–  Open architecture (free connections) 
–  Inequality of connectedness (rich become 

more rich) 
–  Internet, etc. (Barabási) 

•  Structured networks 
–  Not pre-given, instable, changeable, unknown 
–  Scale-free 
–  Small world 

•  Concrete/specificity 

•  Successes: World view/philosophy 
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Modern systems, postmodern 
networks 

•  Abstractness vs. Concreteness  
•  structureless vs.  structured  

•  Universality vs. Uniqueness 
•  emergence vs. small world  

•  Plurality 
•  elements vs. nodes AND links 

•  Fragmentality 
•  homogeneous vs. structured  

•  Individuality 
•  abstract vs. concrete  
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Modern systems, postmodern 
networks 

•  Based on a philosophical analysis it can be 
demonstrated in more details that there is a significant 
difference between the ideological content of the 
concepts of systems and the concepts of networks  

•  Concepts of systems are basically imbued with 
modernist values, while concepts of networks are 
imbued with postmodern values  

•  Taking into account that the postmodern values include 
as their parts the modern ones, so the interrelationships 
between systems and networks can be characterized.  
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Facebook as social network 

•  What is a social network? 

•  Specific interpretation of nodes and links 
–  Social agents and their interrelations 
–  Persons and their mutual friendship 
–  Persons and their photo/action/text/etc  

•  What is the „social” at all? 
–  Society = communities + cultures 
–  (Like hardware and software in a computer) 
–  A complex of human communities and cultures 

•  Artificial being created from natural ones 
–  Product of technology   
–  Technology has a Janus-face:  
–  Material and symbolic production on the same technological process  
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Facebook as social network 

•  Technology, production, labour 
–  Same things in different contexts 

•  Production of the social by technology/labour from 
nature/natural beings 
–  Communities 
–  Cultures 

•  Necessity of human self-production 
–  Constrains and freedom 

•  Facebook as social network: artificial network of self-
created human communities and cultures 
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Facebook as social media site 

•  Media theorist people reflection to the same changes (much more concrete 
characteristics, content sensibility)  

•  Different forms created by social media technologies  
–  magazines 
–  Internet forums  
–  Weblogs, social blogs, microblogging  
–  Wikis 
–  Social networks 
–  Podcasts 
–  social bookmarking 
–  music-sharing 
–  Crowdsourcing, etc.  

•  Facebook/SNS: mainly focus on networking, its content is unimportant  
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Facebook-problems 

•  Personality: Who use it, who is a non-user? 

•  Privacy hazards 

•  Characterization of the Facebook-friendship 

•  Characterization of the networking 

•  Almost nothing about the Facebook as a whole 

•  Wonder instead of understanding or explanation 

•  Putting the facebook into a wider context – what is the internet, what is the 
meaning of it? 

–  Philosophy of the Internet instead philosophy of facebook 
–  Wittkower D. E. (ed.): facebook and philosophy (Open Court 2010) 
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Philosophy of the Internet 

•  (Scientific) theory of the Internet or philosophy of the 
Internet?  

•  A short introduction to the (Aristotelian) philosophy of the 
Internet  

•  Social context of the emergence of the Internet: crisis 
and the Internet 

•  The Internet as a sphere of the third mode of human 
existence 
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Methodological difficulties 

•  What is the Internet? What kind of being is the Internet? What is the 
nature of the Internet?  

•  Answering from two essentially different contexts  
–  existing, well established scientific or technological contexts  
–  searching the context – doing philosophy, building worldviews 

•  scientific disciplines/part - philosophy/whole 

•  The Internet is a technology 
–  information, communication and media theories (ICT)  
–  technology of what?  
–  philosophy of technology – philosophy of information 

•  A (new) actor within sociology, psychology, political sciences, 
communication (or media), culture, etc. – disciplinary barriers  
–  multi disciplinary approaches – theory of the Internet?  
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Methodological difficulties 
•  What are the most relevant experiences? What are the most 

effective principles (to explain or to interpret the experiences)? 
–  no agreement (similarity from the Ancient time: what is the most 

fundamental human sense?) 
–  ubiquity of the Internet - difficulties in orientation, determinism, etc. 
–  simultaneity of the processes and their analysis – objectivity? 

•  Studies  
–  ad hoc mixtures of methodologies, principles, and disciplines 
–  domination of case studies 
–  focus on: creating facts - forbidden abstraction and abstract thinking 

(ideology)   

•  Technoscience 
–  scientific or philosophical discipline? 
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Methodological difficulties 
•  Two fundamental difficulties 

–  simultaneity (participant observation, non-trivial causal relations, self-observation, 
lack of „objectivity, etc.) 

–  ubiquity of the Internet - difficulties in orientation, unclear determinism, etc. 

•  Focus on the „whole’, on totality instead of part/particular 

•  Analogy – similar „human” (social, cultural) situations 
–  meteorology: dynamic (short term) and synoptic (long term) forecast 
–  dynamic: causal relations, data and equations 
–  synoptic: analogous situations (like in folk meteorology)  

•  social and cultural impact of the Internet 

•  The philosophy of the Internet 
–  philosophy as worldview – totality, worlds 
–  as a philosophical view it has many different versions  
–  open for essentially different experiences, principles, ideas – create a whole  
–  can incorporate components from philosophy of technology, information, 

communication, culture, organization, etc. 
•  the very nature of the Internet 
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Four fundamental contexts for the 
understanding of the Internet 

•  The Internet is a complex being created by human activity - philosophy 
–  Four contexts are necessary for understanding (Aristotle)  

•  Aristotle on the nature of the Beings - Aristotle 
•  Four causes of the Beings 

»  Material – from what  
»  Formal – what is the being 
»  Efficient – how  
»  Final - why 

•  Technological context 
•  Communication context 
•  Cultural context 
•  Organism context 

•  Existence and meaning in these contexts: ontological characterization of the 
Internet 
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Technological context  
•  Technology: a specific form of human agency which yields  – an 

imperfect – realization of the human control over a technological 
situation -  i.e. the situation is not governed to an end by natural 
constraints but by specific human aims   

•  components: a given collection of (natural or other artificial) beings, humans, 
human’s aims, and (situation-bound) tools   

•  every element of the human world and even the world (and the humans) are 
created by technologies 

•  Internet as a network of computers 
   

•  Functions: satisfying human needs 
•  banking, shopping, e-commerce, e-learning, e-tc.  

•  Traditional vs. information technology 
–  every interpreted being can be considered as information 
–  information technology is a “hermeneutical industry”, where the 

production is performed by interpretation in the individual human 
minds 
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The Internet in technological context  

   From technological point of view the 
Internet is an intentionally created and 
maintained artificial, virtual sphere that is 
based on networked computers and 
individual human interpretation praxes 
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Communication context 

•  Communication is a technology of community building 
•  sharing mental states, views, experiences, etc. 
•  communication situation analysis – 4 components 
•  active media (McLuhan) 
•  communication machines (book, telephone, TV, etc.)  
•  computer as a communication machine – Internet 

•  Internet as an active agent of communication situations  

•  Functions: building up specific human communities 
•  online communities including mail, chat, newsgroups, e-tc.  

•  Traditional vs. virtual communities 
•  Free, individually organized, virtual (open) communities 
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The Internet in communication 
context 

    From communication point of view the 
Internet is an intentionally created and 
maintained network of artificial, extended, 
virtual communities which is based on 
networked communication machines and 
individual human control over the 
communication situations 
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Cultural context 

•  Culture creates a world from existing things by re-evaluation – a 
technology of world-building 

•  Internet as a medium of culture  

•  Functions: building up a new (not natural and not social) realm for 
human beings 

•  creation and use of (personal) homepages, e-tc.  

•  Traditional vs. cyberculture 
•  traditional culture creates a social world from natural beings - cybercultural 

praxis of the Internet creates a world of ‘web-life’ from the social system by 
re-evaluation 

•  the three worlds: Natural --- Societal --- Network 
•  formation of a new organism 

•  The nature of the ‘web-life’: virtual, open, individually created, 
playful, free, etc. 
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The Internet in cultural context 

   From cultural point of view the Internet is 
an   intentionally created and maintained 
network of artificial, extended, virtual 
communities of the late-modern humans 
on which cybercultural networks of values 
are realized 
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Organism context 

•  An organism is a complex being with specific identity, 
integrity and reproducibility 

•  Internet as a specific organism: network of networks  
•  It is an artificial being created by (direct and indirect) interpretations 

•  Functions: holding the specific (postmodern) 
organization principles  

•  specificity of the identity and the evolution of networks: plurality, 
fragmentality, individuality, e-tc.  

•  Modern vs. postmodern organism 
•  The postmodern Internet: plurality, fragmentation, virtuality, inclusive of 

modernity, against power, individuality 
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The Internet in organismic context 

   From organismic point of view the 
Internet is an artificial superorganism 
consisting of systems, networks and 
worlds, created and maintained by 
the late-modern humans driven to the 
wish for an independent, free, own 
“home” 
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The Internet 

  The Internet is the medium (or realm, 
or sphere) of a new mode of human 
existence, basically independent 
from, but built on, and coexisting with 
the former (natural and societal) 
spheres of existence, and created by 
the late-modern humans 
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 Social context of the emergence of the 
Internet: crisis 

•  The crisis is a process of a kind of transformation  

•  in which an established system (of beings, of values, of institutions, etc.) 
loses its integrity, gets disorganized and a new system emerges 

•  disorganizing - reorganizing 
•  e.g., in a society without crisis there is a usual order of the events, a 

universal, dominant organizing principle, expressed in a rule-based ideology, 
style, paradigm, etc. The crisis coming to be when the usual organizing 
principles losing their power and validity 

•  Applying the Aristotelian view on processes, the crisis has three 
stages: 

•  possibility and actuality 
•  dynamis, energeia, entelecheia 
•  considering the processes from the position of possibility, actualizing and 

being actualized 
•  in the case of the crisis these are the critical, the crisical and the dialectical 

stages 
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Crisis and the Internet 

•  The Internet is an artificial sphere of life for late-modern people, 
which is a product of the crisis of modernity 

•  The formation of the Internet can be associated with a crisis 
development process – with the advancement of the crisis of 
modernity  

•  The critical, crisical and dialectical phases of this crisis create and/or 
prefer different sorts of beings and practices which are included into 
the Internet, so it has a complex nature which is imbued with the 
values of the various phases  

•  Reflections to the whole crisis development can be found at the 
postmodern thinkers, so many relevant descriptions of the Internet 
come from this area 
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Social and cultural impact of the 
Internet 

•  Almost the same methodological difficulties 
•  ubiquity, simultaneity, etc 
•  philosophical analysis 
•  analogies (cultural) 

•  Two fundamental analogies 
•  reformation of knowledge 
•  formation of the web-life 

•  Reformation of knowledge 
•  reformation of religious belief in the 15-16. century – printing press, etc. 
•  individuals’ direct relation to the „scientific truth” on the web 

•  Formation of the web-life 
•  formation of humans/society during the process of emergence od mankind 
•  a new sphere of human life emerges – the web-life  
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Transition from two worlds to three 
worlds 

•  Two worlds: natural and social, nature and culture, cosmic and 
human values, etc. 

•  Emergence of society:  
•  tool making (technology)   
•  speech (communication)   
•  conceptual thinking (culture)  
•  communities (extended virtual online)  

•  Post-industrial, information, network society – crisis of modernity 

•  A new organism  is emerging – it is not a social system 
•  Society = communities + culture 
•  Web-life = online, virtual communities + cyberculture 

•  Three worlds: natural, social, and web-life 
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Formation of the web-life 

•  All „dimensions” of the emergence of humans are under radical 
changes simultaneously in a mutually interacting process 

•  tool making (technology)   
•  speech (communication)   
•  conceptual thinking (culture)  
•  communities (extended virtual online)  

•  Domination of virtuality (openness) and individual cybercultural 
worlds 

•  cyberculture: reinterpretation of the classical values, individual worlds 
•  e.g. Second Life, plurality of the worlds, Web 2.0 
•  3 spheres of reality: actuality, potentiality and virtuality (openness) 

•  Representation of representations 
•  double mental representation 
•  re-representation of everything on the web – „artificial brain” – a „new kind of 

mind”  
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Formation of the web-life 

•  All of the four contexts together: emergency 

•  Technological context – artificial beings has been created 
•  Information technology – production by interpretation 
•  Virtual beings and open realities 

•  Communication context – new communities have been emerged 
•  Build up from virtual (open) communities  
•  Online communities 

•  Cultural context – new worlds have been emerged 
•  Cyberculture, infinite versions of individual worlds 
•  Web-life or network-being  

•  Organismic context – a new organism has been emerged  
•  Being of the network of networks – interaction between the networks 
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Changing human, changing world, 
changing history 

•  A more complex world is emerging in 
which the natural, the social and the web-
life spheres are simultaneously present 

•  The ‘human essence’ has moving from the 
social to the web-life 

•  A new period of human history has started 
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Facebook as non-social network 

•  Facebook can be considered as non-social network  

•  Here non-social means: re-evaluated, re-interpreted and 
re-presented social 

•  As a consequence of  the re-evaluation, re-interpretation 
and re-presentation of our social sphere (beings and 
their relationships) a new kind of entity is emerging 

•  It is non-social 
–  Weblife = online community + cyberculture 
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Facebook as non-social network 

•  (Social) Community 
–  Mainly given for the individual 
–  Practically impossible to influence by common individuals 
–  Reason: communication situations are controlled the power (situationists) 
–  Re-evaluation of natural communities (tribes, nations, etc.)  
–  Hard spacetime limits 
–  Power over the „bodies” 
–  Re-presented natural 

•  Online community 
–  Mainly created and maintained by the individuals 
–  Under the full control by common individuals 
–  Reason: communication situations are controlled by the individuals 
–  Re-evaluation of social communities (political, legal, personal, etc. sense) 
–  Weak spacetime limits 
–  Lack of the power on the „bodies” 
–  Re-presented social 
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Facebook as non-social network 

•  Culture 
–  Mainly given for the individual 
–  Practically impossible to influence by common individuals 
–  Reason: production and consumption of culture are separated 
–  Re-evaluation of natural relationships  
–  Hard spacetime limits 
–  Power over the material conditions (infrastructure, profit, etc.) 

•  Cyberculture 
–  Mainly created and maintained by the individuals 
–  Under the full control by common individuals 
–  Reason: production and consumption of culture are separated 
–  Re-evaluation of social relationships  
–  Weak spacetime limits 
–  Lack of the power on the material conditions (sharing, creative commons, free 

software, hacking, etc.) 
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Facebook as non-social network 

•  Weblife = online community + cyberculture 

•  Online community 
–  Mainly created and maintained by the individuals 
–  Under the full control by common individuals 
–  Reason: communication situations are controlled by the 

individuals 
–  Re-evaluation of social communities (political, legal, personal, 

etc. sense) 
–  Weak spacetime limits 
–  Lack of the power on the „bodies” 
–  Re-presented social 
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Facebook as non-social network 

•  Weblife = online community + cyberculture 

•  Cyberculture 
–  Mainly created and maintained by the individuals 
–  Under the full control by common individuals 
–  Reason: production and consumption of culture are separated 
–  Re-evaluation of social relationships  
–  Weak spacetime limits 
–  Lack of the power on the material conditions (sharing, creative 

commons, free software, hacking, etc.) 
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Facebook-problems 

•  Personality: Who use it, who is a non-user? 
–  Self-creation, self-maintaining, much more narcissist persons 

•  Privacy hazards 
–  Personal control 

•  Characterization of the Facebook-friendship 
–  Personally controlled interrelationships, lack of materiality, reevaluate „love”, etc.  

•  Characterization of the networking 
–  Spectacle-equality   

(Wittkower D. E. (ed.): facebook and philosophy (Open Court 2010)) 

•  Facebook can be described as non-social network 
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Facebook as social and non-social 
network 

  Based on these views the Facebook can 
be considered as a social network and – at 
the same time – as a non-social network, 
i.e. as a recently shaping sphere of the 
third form of human existence, of the web-
life 


